Systems Engineering in Global Health: An Agent-Based Approach to Understand P4P in Maternal and Child Health in Tanzania

ABSTRACT – Attaining the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals requires significant maternal and child health improvement especially in low- and middle-income countries. Systemic interventions and incentive realignment through performance-based payments are common in these countries, and Systems Engineering offers a unique perspective into the highly contextualized implementations of these programs. Agent-based models (ABMs) can simulate health systems and their dynamic response to reforms, capturing feedback loops between agents and incorporating heterogeneities. We built an ABM to recreate the effects of supply-side payment for performance (P4P) scheme for childbirth care in Tanzania and how it affects demand-side behaviors. We modeled three agent classes: women of reproductive age, providers (facilities), and a district manager. We considered decisions and behaviors including woman agent facility-based delivery and provider agent bonus responses (such as the level of kindness to show patients and whether to charge informal fees). Individual and collective experiences shape a woman agent’s attitudes toward facility-based deliveries. Provider resource and strategy sharing were also possible in the model. We compared model projections, with/without P4P, of the percentage of births occurring in facilities and the agent behaviors and characteristics underpinning these. This enabled the identification of district-, facility- and community-level pathways creating demand for facility delivery and the influence of P4P. We demonstrated that program evaluation data could inform the development of an ABM to disentangle the pathways to impact and program bottlenecks through virtually reconstructing agents and observing emergent system-level behaviors. Our framework has broader global health implications and methodological steps for others seeking to use ABM to understand better how health system strengthening programs like P4P affect the behavior of providers and patients.
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